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...or more accurately, four of them.

Let P be a set of n coconuts in a swimming pool.

We assume the coconuts are aligned to a grid.

Assume further that we have a giant coconut pusher,
which can be used to push coconuts.

We wish to study the behaviour of sequences of such
coconut pushes.
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Obviously, n coconuts can only be pushed into a
a× b rectangle if ab = n!

But is it always possible?

No!

...and some aspect ratios are not even possible if we
start with at most one coconut per row and column.
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Results

Deciding whether n coconuts can be pushed into an
a× b rectangle is NP-complete.

Deciding whether n coconuts which occupy at most k
rows can be pushed into a 2× n/2 rectangle is
polynomial.

Everything inbetween is still open!
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Let’s look at a complete example.

Quod erat demonstrandum.
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How about four-sided coconut compaction?

We can use the same reduction, and add one extra
gadget.

We just move one brown coconut to the bottom left.

Observation
Pushing from the bottom or right at any time creates
a row or column with too many coconuts.




